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Executive Summary
In numerous ways, marketing and consumer researchers constantly face the challenge of creating
visual displays that expose respondents to marketing-related stimuli; that represent data for
purposes of analysis; that capture the essence of relevant consumption experiences; that
communicate research findings to interested audiences; or that play a role in executing the
pictorial components of marketing strategy. Elsewhere, techniques for enhancing the
visualization of information have commanded the attention of researchers from a wide variety of
disciplines. In marketing and consumer research, such approaches would include the familiar
applications of charts, graphs, multidimensional scaling, scatterplots, photography, and so on.
Historically, these methods have generally been confined entirely to the flat two-dimensional
surfaces of the printed page, the movie screen, or the computer monitor. Recently, however,
progress has been made toward overcoming this limitation by introducing the third dimension of
vision for purposes of visualizing information in marketing and consumer research. Specifically,
this approach makes use of three-dimensional stereography in the creation of visual displays.
Such stereo 3-D images enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of pictorial
representations and thereby improve our ability to visualize information. This electronic
publication or "E-pub" or "WWW-paper" presents a review of some techniques for the creation
and application of three-dimensional stereographic displays to aid the visualization of
information in marketing and consumer research. After a few helpful hints for Web browsers, the
review begins with some general comments to introduce the importance of the problem. These
are followed by the formulation of a typology to describe various approaches to the construction
of stereo 3-D representations. Then each type of stereo 3-D display is described and (wherever
possible) illustrated by means of diagrams, data plots, photographs, and other means of
presenting visual information. In each case, the potential applicability of the approach to
marketing or consumer research is indicated and the relevant strengths or weaknesses are
emphasized.
One problem that researchers from the social sciences in general and from marketing or
consumer research in particular face on a daily basis concerns the need to visualize information.
Such a need for data visualization could arise when using pictorial stimuli as part of the datacollection task; when plotting observations in search of associations or functional relationships;
when endeavoring to capture the subtleties of the consumption experience; when representing
one's findings to an interested audience of marketing managers or other researchers; or when
communicating with customers as a visual component of one's marketing strategy. To improve
these areas of visualizing information, researchers have developed techniques for incorporating
pictorial images into research designs, for using data plots in exploratory analysis, for employing
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photography to document studies of consumption, for presenting findings to lay audiences, and
for designing displays that best communicate with customers. However, one problem with most
of the information-visualization techniques currently in use is that they confine their scope to the
essentially flat two-dimensional surface of the printed page or the computer monitor, provide no
true stereographic depth effects, and thereby neglect the third dimension of visual experience. By
contrast, visual displays that capture this third dimension of experience appear to the viewer as
greatly enhanced in their vividness, clarity, realism, and depth. Stereo 3-D effects can therefore
contribute powerfully to the presentation of stimuli, the interpretation of data, the depiction of
consumption experiences, the representation of research results, and the strategic communication
of marketing appeals to customers. Recent work has made some progress toward developing
such three-dimensional stereographic approaches to the visualization of information.
Accordingly, the purpose of this E-pub is to review the nature of some relevant stereographic
techniques, to offer some hints on their uses, to consider their relative advantages or limitations,
and to provide some illustrations of how they might be applied in marketing and consumer
research.
Types of Stereo 3-D Displays
Numerous approaches exist for the presentation of three-dimensional stereographic displays. In
general, each involves some way of showing two different images to the two different eyes, but
this can be accomplished by a variety of means. Drawing on a classification developed in
previous work, the review distinguishes among the various methods of possible interest to
marketing and consumer researchers on the basis of three key dimensions: (1) Number of
Separate Images (one versus two); (2) Imaging Device (camera versus computer); and (3)
Viewing Approach (free versus aided). Combining these three distinctions produces the
following typology of presentation modes for stereographic visual displays.
Types of 3-D Displays
Viewing
Imaging
Approach
Device
Free-Viewing Camera
Computer

Aided
Viewing

Camera

Computer

Two Images

One Image

Stereo Pairs
Lenticular Prints & Holograms
Rotated Plots & Double
Motion Parallax
Projections
Random Dot
Autostereograms & Single-Image Random
Stereograms (RDS)
Dot Stereograms (SIRDS)
Stereoscopes &
Anaglyphs
Stereoviewers
Polarized Projection
Shutter Glasses
Virtual Reality (VR)
Stereo Computer Graphics
Illustrations

The eight logically possible types of three-dimensional stereographic visual displays suggest
various candidates for applications by marketing and consumer researchers. The review
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illustrates each potential application for which it appears possible to provide a clear example in
the electronic format and discusses its strengths or weaknesses in the context of marketing and
consumer research. This Executive Summary shows only one such illustration -- intended to
motivate the reader to pursue the full text of the WWW-paper -- namely, an example drawn from
the consumption experience of drinking beer and based on the happy faces of three consumers
about to enjoy some of the home-brew produced by the proud connoisseur standing in the center.

Conclusion and Paths to Further Exploration
The approaches described in this review provide methods by which marketing and consumer
researchers can greatly enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of their visual
representations. Essentially, the use of three-dimensional stereographic displays serves to
improve our ability to visualize information and to increase our effectiveness in communicating
with others. Hence, as illustrated here, useful applications arise in the presentation of visual
stimuli, the exploration of data, the depiction of consumption experiences, the representation of
findings, and various aspects of the strategic communication with customers. Such uses for
stereo 3-D displays promise to aid marketing and consumer researchers toward more insightful
scholarly work and toward reaching a more receptive audience of readers and viewers. But we
have only begun to scratch the surface of the innumerable possible contributions that threedimensional stereography might make to our discipline. In this connection, it seems likely that
the electronic media in general and Web publications such as the Academy of Marekting Science
Review in particular might play a valuable role in speeding the introduction of novel methods
such as the stereo 3-D approaches reviewed here. The ease and cheapness with which material on
the Internet can utilize color, the quickness with which electronic communication permits the
dissemination of information, the facility with which hypertext links can be forged from one
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domain to another, and the instant world-wide access that the Web provides argue for the helpful
role that e-pubs or WWW-papers can play in encouraging the adoption of three-dimensional
stereographic techniques. I hope that -- through its use of hypertext and visual illustrations -- the
present electronic publication has taken a small step in that direction.
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Three-Dimensional Stereographic Visual Displays
in Marketing and Consumer Research
In numerous ways, marketing and consumer researchers constantly face the challenge of creating visual
displays that expose respondents to marketing-related stimuli; that represent data for purposes of analysis;
that capture the essence of relevant consumption experiences; that communicate research findings to
interested audiences; or that play a role in executing the pictorial components of marketing strategy.
Elsewhere, techniques for enhancing the visualization of information have commanded the attention of
researchers from a wide variety of disciplines. In marketing and consumer research, such approaches
would include the familiar applications of charts, graphs, multidimensional scaling, scatterplots,
photography, and so on. Historically, these methods have generally been confined entirely to the flat twodimensional surfaces of the printed page, the movie screen, or the computer monitor. Recently, however,
progress has been made toward overcoming this limitation by introducing the third dimension of vision
for purposes of visualizing information in marketing and consumer research. Specifically, this approach
makes use of three-dimensional stereography in the creation of visual displays. Such stereo 3-D images
enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of pictorial representations and thereby improve our
ability to visualize information. This electronic publication or "E-pub" or "WWW-paper" presents a
review of some techniques for the creation and application of three-dimensional stereographic displays to
aid the visualization of information in marketing and consumer research. After a few helpful hints for
Web browsers, the review begins with some general comments to introduce the importance of the
problem. These are followed by the formulation of a typology to describe various approaches to the
construction of stereo 3-D representations. Then each type of stereo 3-D display is described and
(wherever possible) illustrated by means of diagrams, data plots, photographs, and other means of
presenting visual information. In each case, the potential applicability of the approach to marketing or
consumer research is indicated and the relevant strengths or weaknesses are emphasized.
One problem that researchers from the social sciences in general and from marketing or consumer
research in particular face on a daily basis concerns the need to visualize information. Such a need for
data visualization could arise when using pictorial stimuli as part of the data-collection task; when
plotting observations in search of associations or functional relationships; when endeavoring to capture
the subtleties of the consumption experience; when representing one's findings to an interested audience
of marketing managers or other researchers; or when communicating with customers as a visual
component of one's marketing strategy.
Toward the end of improving these areas of information visualization (Batsell 1980a, 1980b; Batsell and
Lodish 1981; Fisherkeller, Friedman and Tukey 1975; Heisley and Levy 1991; Novak 1995; Tufte 1983,
1990), various researchers have developed techniques with obvious applications to marketing and
consumer research. Specifically, marketing and consumer researchers find such approaches helpful
toward incorporating pictorial images into research designs; using data plots in exploratory analysis;
employing photography to document studies of consumption; presenting findings to lay audiences; and
designing displays that best communicate with customers.
However, one problem with most of the information-visualization techniques currently in use is that they
confine their scope to the essentially flat two-dimensional surface of the printed page, movie screen, or
computer monitor. Thus, even where some attempt is made to represent a third dimension by means of
XYZ plots or three-axis spatial positions, such displays usually appear in the sort of two-dimensional
mapping available in a graphics package such as SAS (SAS Institute 1988) or in a good 2-D perspectival
rendering such as typically found in video games that claim to be "3D" but are really only "quasi-3D" or
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"2.5D" -- as opposed to true 3-D (Cleveland and McGill 1988; McAllister 1993a, 1993b), in the sense that
they contain no real binocular stereographic depth effects.
For these reasons, a major challenge in the presentation of visual information concerns the benefits of
devising methods to take advantage of our ability to see a third dimension in the world around us.
Typically, visual displays that capture this third dimension of visual experience appear to the viewer as
greatly enhanced in their vividness, clarity, realism, and depth. Thus, the stereo 3-D effect tends to
facilitate our understanding of pictorial stimuli, to enrich our interpretation of data, and to improve our
ability to communicate our findings to others. In other words, three-dimensional stereography can
contribute powerfully to the presentation of stimuli, the interpretation of data, the depiction of
consumption experiences, the representation of research results, and the strategic communication of
marketing appeals to customers. Stereo 3-D displays can thereby facilitate the presentation-,
interpretation-, depiction-, representation-, and communication-related tasks faced by researchers in
marketing and consumer behavior.
Recent work has made some progress toward developing such three-dimensional stereographic
approaches to the visualization of information. Specifically, one study introduces the typology developed
here at greater length and illustrates how stereo 3-D approaches may help marketing researchers analyze
their data or present their findings, but provides only limited artificial examples using hypothetical
computer-generated data (Holbrook 1997c). Another focuses explicitly on the use of stereo photographs
to capture aspects of the consumption experience and demonstrates the power of such 3-D photos to
"break camouflage" due to pictorial confusion, clutter, crowding, or complexity, but gives no substantive
applications pertinent to marketing or consumer behavior (Holbrook 1996a, 1998a). Others show how
stereo 3-D photos might enrich our photographic documentation of ethnographic findings or of mockethnographic materials (Holbrook 1997b, 1998b; Holbrook and Kuwahara 1997); might facilitate the selfexpression of subjective personal introspections (Holbrook 1996b, 1996c); or might even help to push
marketing or consumer research to the edge of its boundaries (Holbrook 1997a, 1997d). Still another
suggests applications of three-dimensional stereography to the design of marketing strategy (Holbrook
1998c). These and other references to recent work and work-in-progress on three-dimensional
stereographic visual displays in marketing and consumer research are listed and continually updated on an
evolving Web site with related links that can be reached by visiting http://www.columbia.edu/~mbh 3.
Please also see the relevant Web links presented at the end of the paper.
The purpose of this WWW-paper is to review such approaches to the uses of stereo 3-D displays by
marketing and consumer researchers. Specifically, this E-pub offers a user-friendly tutorial on the nature
of some relevant stereographic techniques, some hints on their uses, some discussion of their relative
strengths or weaknesses, and some illustrations of how they might be applied in marketing and consumer
research. The relevant methods and illustrative examples can be pursued by clicking on the Web links
provided throughout. Links to key references are also provided for the interested viewer and are indicated
by underlined words in a color different from the main text.
Some Basic Principles of Stereopsis
The general principles of stereoptical vision or stereopsis have been treated in a variety of valuable
sources (Ferwerda 1990; Frisby 1980; Girling 1990; Gregory 1970, 1990; Julesz 1971, 1995; Marr 1982).
Briefly, the basic process involves the reception of slightly different visual impressions by the left and
right eyes and the integration of these differing perspectives into an apperception of three-dimensional
depth. In other words, because they are separated by about 2.5 inches on average, the eyes see two
different views of the world. The parallax shift between these contrasting viewpoints provides
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information that is synthesized by the brain into an awareness of the relative distances of objects from the
viewer.
Notice that this phenomenon of stereopsis does not involve triangulation of the sort employed by
surveyors when they compute the distance from one position to an object located at another position by
analyzing the angles needed to converge on that object from two points with a known separation along a
common base line. Rather, stereopsis depends on the aforementioned parallax shift -- that is, the binocular
disparity between the left- and right-eyed images observed when the eyes are looking straight ahead.
This latter point was demonstrated conclusively by Bela Julesz in his work on random dot stereograms or
RDS (Julesz 1971, 1995). Briefly, in an RDS, each of two pictures presents a completely random pattern
of dots or other elements with no apparent meaning whatsoever. Only when fused into one image does the
impression of a recognizable object in three dimensions emerge. This RDS phenomenon indicates the
brain's ability to extract depth cues from the integration of disparate images and establishes that this
process enhances our ability to recognize objects that are otherwise obscure or even invisible. In this,
besides its relevance to stereopsis, the RDS effect provides a powerful metaphor concerning our ability to
gain insights from the integration of competing perspectives.
Based on this power of stereopsis to aid the accuracy of recognition and the clarity of perception, Julesz
refers to stereo 3-D effects as "breaking camouflage." By analogy, this is the process at work when aerial
reconnaissance experts take two photographs of the ground while flying overhead and then fuse these
images with the help of a stereoscope to locate hidden enemy weapons. It is also the process at work
when a woodsman spots the skin of a snake lying on some similarly colored leaves or when a hunter sees
the white rabbit standing in the snow. In these ways, stereopsis confers considerable survival value. This
beneficial effect may help to explain the deep sense of gratification that often accompanies the stereo 3-D
experience.

Types of Stereo 3-D Displays
Numerous methods exist for the presentation of stereographic three-dimensional displays. In general, each
involves some way of showing two different images to the two different eyes, but the number of possible
approaches to accomplishing this is truly staggering.
Drawing on a typology introduced elsewhere in considerably less detail than that pursued here (Holbrook
1997c), I shall distinguish among the various methods of possible interest to marketing and consumer
researchers on the basis of three key dimensions (borrowed in part from the work of Bolt 1992; Getty and
Huggins 1986; McAllister 1993a, 1993b; Wegman and DePriest 1986).
Key Dimensions
The relevant types of stereographic presentation mode can be distinguished on the basis of three key
aspects:
1. Number of Separate Images (one versus two)
2. Imaging Device (camera versus computer)
3. Viewing Approach (free versus aided)
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Number of Separate Images. Many stereographic displays present two images, each designed to be
viewed separately by the left or right eye, respectively. If one glances at the overall presentation of such a
double-image stereo display, one clearly sees two distinct pictures, usually located side-by-side (though
an over-and-under format is also possible in conjunction with an appropriate optical device). By contrast,
some three-dimensional representations appear as one image with all the relevant stereographic
information embedded in a manner that can be extracted independently by the left and right eyes.
Imaging Device. Many stereographic pictures are captured on film, videotape, or diskette by a camera (or,
sometimes, by some other imaging device that uses light sensitive film). Others are drawn or plotted by a
computer (or, sometimes, by hand in a manner that could in principle be emulated by a computer). Hence
(simplifying somewhat), we may distinguish between camera-based (including other film-based) and
computer-based (including other drawing-based) imaging devices.
Viewing Approach. Some stereo images are designed for free-viewing without the assistance of optical
aids of any kind. Others rely on mechanical gadgets or optical devices of one sort or another to facilitate
aided viewing.
The Typology
Combining the three dimensions just described -- with each treated for simplicity as a dichotomous
distinction -- produces a typology of presentation modes for stereographic visual displays, as follows:
TYPOLOGY OF PRESENTATION MODES FOR
STEREOGRAPHIC VISUAL DISPLAYS
Viewing
Imaging
Approach
Device
Free-Viewing Camera
Computer

Aided Viewing Camera

Computer

Two Images

One Image

Stereo Pairs
Lenticular Prints & Holograms
Rotated Plots & Double
Motion Parallax
Projections
Random Dot Stereograms Autostereograms & Single-Image Random Dot
(RDS)
Stereograms (SIRDS)
Stereoscopes &
Anaglyphs
Stereoviewers
Polarized Projection
Shutter Glasses
Virtual Reality (VR)
Stereo Computer Graphics

In this typology, the eight logically possible combinations of Number of Images, Imaging Device, and
Viewing Approach suggest the major types of three-dimensional stereographic visual displays available
for application by marketing and consumer researchers. I shall illustrate those for which it appears
possible to provide clear examples in the electronic format. In each case, I shall indicate relevant
marketing or consumer-research applications and shall discuss key strengths or weaknesses. A set pf
illustrations are used to describe each type of visual display in more detail.

Stereo Pairs
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Images
Stereo pairs make use of two photographs taken by a camera and mounted side-by-side in a way that
potentially lends itself to free-viewing but that may require aided viewing for some observers. As
explained in a number of excellent tutorials on stereo pairs (Brown 1903 ed. 1994; Burder and
Whitehouse 1992; Ferwerda 1990; Keulen 1986, 1990; Waack 1987), such images may be produced by a
double-lensed camera (e.g., a used Kodak or Stereo Realist) or by two lenses of a multi-lensed camera
(e.g., a Nimslo or ImageTech); by a single-lensed camera with a mirrored beam-splitter either built in
(e.g., the Loreo camera) or added on (e.g., the Frankena attachment); by an ordinary rangefinder or single
lens reflex (SLR) camera shifted from one position to another (during an interval of time in which nothing
moves in the scene to be photographed); or by two cameras mounted side-by-side (generally with their
lenses about two and a half inches apart) and fired together via either manual synchronization (by pushing
the shutters as close to simultaneously as possible) or mechanical triggering (by means of some device
such as dual cable releases or electronic signals).
One common distance between the two photographic exposures mimics the human eyes by being spread
about two and a half inches apart. Generally, however, the optimum ratio for a convincing 3-D effect is
about 1:30 for the separation between exposures as a fraction of the distance to the nearest object. Hence,
a 2.5-inch separation implies that the nearest object should be about six feet away. By contrast, for an
object at a distance of (say) three hundred feet (such as a float parked at the other end of a football field),
one might wish to shoot a "hyper stereo" by moving the camera positions to a distance of about ten feet
apart. Conversely, for very small objects at close range, one would move the exposures nearer together so
as to shoot in "macro stereo" (usually with special lens attachments or with a small platform for moving
the object itself). Whenever both exposures are fired simultaneously, unless the object is absolutely
stationary, careful attention must be paid to synchronizing the two shutters. Further, lighting should come
from just one source so as to avoid the danger of having two different patterns of shadows in the two
images. Any departures from these guidelines may produce anomalous 3-D images when the photos are
fused stereoscopically.
The rules for taking good pictures change somewhat when one moves from monocular photos to
stereography. For example, the principles of good spatial composition may operate differently in stereo
versus monocular imaging. Whereas one might avoid putting the object of interest at the center of a
conventional photograph so as to escape the danger of excessive symmetry, one might find that a central
position for the focal object shows off the spatial depth in a stereographic scene to best advantage. Most
importantly, in stereography, one should not follow the conventional photojournalistic practice of
shooting at wide lens openings and focusing selectively on objects of interest with the background or
foreground out of focus so as to direct the viewer's gaze to the appropriate material. Though effective in
two-dimensional viewing, such fuzziness plays havoc with the process of stereopsis. Hence, in
stereography, one should employ the smallest possible lens aperture for maximum depth of field, thereby
permitting the viewer to fuse the two images into a fully realized 3-D experience.
The two images created in the ways just described must be carefully cropped and mounted in a manner
that achieves perfect vertical alignment (to avoid eye strain and to facilitate a clear fusion of the left and
right pictures); that maintains equivalent horizontal positioning of the object(s) closest to the viewer (to
protect the integrity of the stereo window so as to avoid visual confusion at the edges of the display); and
that preserves a width compatible with the viewing technique to be used by the targeted reader (with a
combined picture width of five inches per pair imposing an upper limit on the size that can be
comfortably viewed without the aid of some special optical device).
Stereo pairs photographed and displayed in the manner just discussed seem especially well-suited for
presentation in print media such as journals, books, or other reports. They can be shown in black-andAcademy of Marketing Science Review
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white, with some loss in vividness and realism but with no loss in clarity or depth. Further, in such
applications, they can be viewed with the naked eyes -- a type of stereopsis that provides an especially
amazing sense of depth as the flat printed page appears to give way to a convincing three-dimensional
space. For these reasons, stereo pairs tend to appear widely in various specialized 3-D publications
(Stereo World, Stereoscopy, PSA Journal, and so on). However, they have found their way only rarely
into the popular print media and -- until my recent work -- virtually never into the literature on marketing
or consumer research (Holbrook 1996a, 1997b, 1997c, 1997d, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c; Holbrook, and
Kuwahara 1997). Hence, the present review will take some pains to explain the relevant techniques for
viewing as well as the benefits of three-dimensional stereo photo pairs.
My first illustration of a stereo photo pair captures a consumption experience typical of a day at the
seashore. It presents a view of my wife Sally standing on the beach and surrounded by craggy rocks.
Notice how -- with the help of free-viewing or aided viewing techniques -- the stereoscopic image greatly
clarifies the spatial positions of the rocks in the foreground and background. In just two dimensions, the
rocks seem to blur into one homogeneous mass. By contrast, in stereo 3-D, each rock clearly stands out
from the rest, vividly and in depth.

Many more examples that demonstrate the power of stereo pairs to evoke a compelling 3-D experience
appear elsewhere in this WWW-paper. Numerous others may be found on a number of Web sites that are
well worth exploring in this connection.
Free-Viewing
If confined to a width not greater than 2.5 inches per image (5 inches overall), stereo pairs can be
presented and viewed without the assistance of any sorts of optical aids or other devices whatsoever.
Tutorials on the art of free-viewing have appeared in a number of helpful sources (Alderson 1988; Best
1979; Brown 1903 ed 1994), Burder and Whitehouse 1992; Ferwerda 1990; Girling, 1990; Grossman and
Cooper 1995; Johnstone 1995; Norton 1994; Richardson 1994; Waack, 1987), Waldsmith 1991).
Basically, the task involves looking through or past the two images with the eyes oriented straight ahead
in a manner that causes the left and right pictures to float together and ultimately to fuse in one central
stereoscopic representation (flanked by a monocular picture on each side, which should be ignored insofar
as possible). The free-viewer relaxes the eyes -- sometimes described as letting them "go soft" -- so that
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each eye sees its intended image in clear focus. Toward this end, it may help to move the head slowly
back and forth, to tilt it slightly from side to side, to get it as close to the screen or page as possible
without losing one's ability to focus on the separate images, and/or to pull it gradually away from the
display while looking straight ahead and waiting for the pictures to fuse. Above all, the art of freeviewing is a skill that requires patience, practice, and perseverance to attain adequate mastery.
The reason that free-viewing must be learned as a special skill is that normally our eyes have the habit of
converging (turning inward) and accommodating (focusing) at the same time; in other words, as a object
moves closer, we look more cross-eyed while simultaneously adjusting for its proximity. By contrast, in
free-viewing, we must learn to decouple the responses of convergence and accommodation. Specifically,
the eyes must accommodate (focus) without converging (turning inward). Thus, we must look straight
ahead while simultaneously focusing on the two separate images -- something that we do not normally do
and that therefore imposes the need to break old habits. Hence, the reader should be persistent and keep
trying.
Assurance that success will eventually reward such efforts may be gleaned from the enormous popularity
enjoyed by the line of Magic Eyes books of autostereograms offered by N. E. Thing Enterprises (N. E.
Thing Enterprises 1993, 1994a, 1994b), which have spent many weeks at the top of the New York Times
best-seller list, as well as by fine publications from other comparable sources (Adolph 1994; Cadence
Books 1994a, 1994b; Dyckman 1990, 1994; Kinsman 1992; Magic Insight: 3-D Animated Stereograms
1994; Montage Publications 1994; More Magic Insight: 3-D Animated Stereograms 1994; Richardson
1994; Riemschneider 1994; Rothemund 1993; Saburi 1993; Sakane, 1994; Shimojo, 1994; 21st Century
Publishing 1994; Tyler 1983, 1994; Tyler and Clarke 1990). If such a vast audience exists for these
immensely popular books -- all of which rely on the technique of free-viewing just described -- we have
every reason to assume that the necessary free-viewing skills also fall within the capacity of those who
read the marketing- and consumer-research literature.
(Note that an alternative manner of presentation and viewing involves reversing the images from left to
right and then looking at them cross-eyed. According to some experts, this approach may have certain
advantages because it allows the images to be placed farther apart without thwarting the ability of the
eyes to fuse them (Saburi 1993). However, many people (Gregory 1970) find this approach extremely
tiring to the eye muscles. Hence, it is not recommend for any but the most accomplished stereogazers.)
Aided Viewing
Some readers will wish to supplement their free-viewing capabilities with the help of various potential
types of viewing assistance. Toward this end, I shall suggest three kinds of optical devices that are
especially well suited to use with stereo pairs and that are increasingly effective but also progressively
inconvenient to implement -- namely, cardboard dividers; dual magnifying glasses; and prismatic
lorgnettes.
Cardboard Dividers. Perhaps the simplest viewing aid involves using a cardboard divider cut to fit
between the nose and the stereo pair so as to prevent each eye from seeing the picture intended for the
other eye (Alderson 1988; Burder and Whitehouse 1992; Johnstone 1995). The use of such a septum
eliminates the potentially distracting secondary and tertiary monocular pictures to the left and right of the
central 3-D image. In a pinch, a similar partition can be created with the side of one's hand, but the
thickness of the hand makes it more noticeable and therefore less satisfactory than the comparatively thin
cardboard divider.
Dual Magnifying Glasses. Several commentators have pointed out that if two large magnifying glasses
are held over the two pictures in a stereo pair and then slowly pulled apart to the right and left,
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respectively, the prismatic effect of their inside edges will cause the pictures to move together visually
until they fuse (Dyckman 1994; Ferwerda 1990; Girling 1990; Keulen 1990). This approach has the
additional benefit of enlarging the 3-D image for easier viewing of its details. For this purpose, the
magnifying glasses should be at least 2.5 or 3 inches in diameter. Suitable magnifiers can typically be
purchased at one's local supermarket or variety store for less than $1.50 apiece.
Prismatic Lorgnettes. Finally, the most effective aid to easier viewing of stereo pairs comes in the form of
a prismatic lorgnette -- that is, a hand-held pair of lenses, resembling spectacles with a handle, whose
prismatic effect helps the two images to merge visually. Such viewers can be ordered direct for a cost of
under five dollars from:
The Added Dimension
P.O. Box 15325
Clearwater, FL 34629
813-446-9106
Reel 3-D Enterprises
P.O. Box 2368
Culver City, CA 90231
310-837-2368
Cygnus Graphic
P.O. Box 32461
Phoenix, AZ 85064
602-277-9253
Because such prismatic lorgnettes are easily portable and because they facilitate the viewing of stereo
pairs composed of images greater than 2.5 inches in width (the maximum that lends itself to freeviewing), every serious stereographer will eventually want to own one or more of these helpful optical
devices. Toward that end, sending $5.00 and a return envelope to one of the addresses just listed will
produce a rapid response -- usually within a week.
Breaking Camouflage Due To Confusion, Clutter, Crowding, and Complexity
The following illustrations are typical of the sorts of photographs that might be presented as
documentation for ethnographic studies of various types of consumption experiences -- e.g., house
hunting, motorcycle riding, visiting the zoo, or window shopping. They were chosen for viewing here
because they reflect at least four interrelated types of pictorial camouflage wherein the details of images
used by marketing or consumer researchers tend to be lost, hidden, submerged, or otherwise obscured due
to the influence of visual confusion, clutter, crowding, or complexity. In each case, the stereo 3-D effect
helps to enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of an image that would otherwise seem
excessively confused, cluttered, crowded, or complex.
Confusion. First, as used here, confusion refers to the sort of situation found when similar visual features,
colors, textures, or patterns overlap so that the identities of focal objects tend to get lost against their
backgrounds or in the context of neighboring objects with a comparable appearance. My illustration
presents a stereographic photo of a white house with a white fence and white railings on its balconies.
Here, if we look at either the left or right monocular image by itself, we gain only the most confused
impression of the architectural details involved. By contrast, in the stereo 3-D effect attained by fusing the
two pictures into one stereoptical image, we clearly see the fence in the foreground, the house in the
background, and key details of its architectural features standing out as clearly distinct separate entities.
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Clutter. Second, clutter arises in cases where there is so much visual information competing for our
attention within a relatively small pictorial image that the relevant details tend to vanish in the resulting
jumble. As an example, consider the motorcycles shown parked in a large group beside the curb. In a
monocular view, the bikes seem to blur together into an ill-defined tangle in which we can barely
distinguish the components of one cycle from those of another. But, when viewed binocularly in three
dimensions, each motorcycle stands apart as a distinct object. Further, in 3-D, we observe details (such as
the handle bars of one bike seen through the windshield of another) that elude us in the 2-D view.

Crowding. Third, crowding combines aspects of confusion and clutter in the sense that we often find
multiple objects displaying similar characteristics crammed into the same picture with their common
features repeated in a manner that makes them difficult to distinguish clearly. My example shows an
alligator floating against a background of lily pads. In a two-dimensional view, the gator almost seems to
vanish amidst the water lilies. By contrast, in three dimensions, we clearly see each lily pad -- not to
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mention the beast himself -- as a unique entity. Each item detaches itself from the mass and stands out in
sharp detail.

Complexity. Fourth, complexity occurs when different images from different depth planes are overlapped
or juxtaposed in such a way that their distinct layers of depth or complicated spatial relationships are
obscured. Such visual complexity tends to appear when photographing objects seen behind some sort of
visual screen, reflections in mirrors, the partially transparent but also reflective surface of water or
bubbles, and things or images viewed through or in a glass window. One example appears in this stereo
photo of a store front. The 2-D effect of either the right or left member of the pair viewed alone produces
a difficult-to-interpret image. But, in the stereo 3-D effect, we clearly see how the name "Oscar de la
Renta" is written on the surface of the glass, how the mannequins are located at some distance behind the
glass, and how the reflection of traffic signals represents activity going on across the street and behind the
photographer.
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Rotated Plots and Double Projections
Rotated Plots
Just as stereo pairs of photographs can recreate the visual images seen by the left and right eyes, computer
drawings or plots of data points can be spatially rotated from right to left about their central axis so as to
produce rotated plots that simulate the visual effect of moving a short distance around the periphery of
the display in a manner that approximates what one would see through one's two different eyes. Such
rotations are especially useful in visualizing the sorts of computer-generated XYZ plots or spatial maps
produced by marketing and consumer researchers as an aid to data analysis when looking for functional
relationships among variables or when observing brand positions on multiple spatial dimensions (Becker,
Cleveland and Weil 1988; Cleveland and McGill 1988; Erbach 1995; Fisherkeller, Friedman and Tukey
1975). In such situations, the computer provides two-dimensional representations of data on three axes,
and the researcher must attempt to make sense of these graphic displays. Here, rotated plots can greatly
facilitate the interpretation of three-dimensional data via the in-depth visualization of graphic displays
that would otherwise appear flat on the two-dimensional plane. As compared with the method of double
projections (discussed next), rotated plots must be used with restraint because of possible errors
introduced by vertical parallax (Hodges and McAllister 1993; Lipton 1993; McAllister 1993a, 1993b).
However, for small rotations of no more than (say) three degrees, this theoretical problem does not appear
to cause serious difficulties in practice (Alderson 1995; Banchoff 1986; Carr and Nicholson 1988; Carr,
Nicholson and Hall 1986; Cleveland and McGill 1988; Ferwerda 1990; Gabriel and Odoroff 1986;
Girling 1990; Gordon 1995; Julesz 1971; Lipton 1993; McAllister 1993b; Milligan 1995; Waack 1987;
Wegman and DePriest 1986).
The following illustration began as a two-dimensional plot of three-dimensional spatial positions. Such
projections of 3-D spaces onto a 2-D plane could be constructed via the conventional techniques of
mechanical drawing. However, a quicker and easier approach -- increasingly common among marketing
and consumer researchers -- uses a graphics package of the type provided by SAS.
The three-dimensional plot on a flat plane must be generated twice, the second time with a slight rotation
comparable to the shift in perspective that characterizes the difference between the right and left eyes.
Just as real-life objects can be viewed at various angles (depending on their proximity), there is no hard
and fast rule for which rotational angles will provide the most convincing stereoscopic imaging of spaces
relevant to marketing and consumer research. Indeed, different images lend themselves to presentation
with different tilts and different rotations. Here, trial and error governed by personal judgment must guide
the researcher in determining which pair of visual orientations will produce the most satisfactory 3-D
viewing experience.
My illustration constructs a preference surface based on the approach to mapping described by Batsell
(1980a, 1980b). In general, such a spatial representation might appear where liking for a brand (Affect)
depends on the brand's levels of two product characteristics (Dimension 1 and Dimension 2). Specifically,
Batsell (1980b) related Choice Probability (P) for samples of notebook paper to their levels on two
attributes -- Line Width (LW) and Sheet Size (S). For illustrative purposes, let us focus on his preference
function for Subject 7:
P = e(1.807S + 75.273LW - 0.011S2 - 159.243LW2) / e(k)
where k = a scaling constant chosen here to set P = 1.00 when the expression in the numerator reaches its
maximum. To resemble Batsell's figure for Subject 7 as closely as possible, the resulting preference
surface requires a tilt set at 70 degrees and rotations of about 45 degrees (47 for the left image and 43 for
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the right image). The resulting preference surface -- virtually identical to that presented by Batsell -appears as follows.

Viewers can experience the ordinary manner of representing such a preference surface in two dimensions
by looking at either the left or the right image found in the figure. Either image does clearly indicate the
manner in which Preference first rises and then falls from center forward to rear left on Line Width and
from center forward to rear right on Sheet Size, reaching a peak at moderate levels of these two product
characteristics. However, a full sense of the way in which the preference peak occurs toward the central
portion of the brand space emerges more clearly when regarding the diagram as a three-dimensional
representation by either free-viewing or aided viewing. Readers seeking a deeper sense of the igloo-like
contour of this preference surface will derive enhanced understanding from the greater immediacy of this
3-D experience.
A comparable stereographic representation can also convey a deeper sense of the elliptical shape of an
isopreference contour based on the preference surface just shown. For this purpose, the figure was
reconstructed with a cutoff set at 90 percent of the maximal value for the preference function. Thus, in the
revised presentation that follows, brands located around the periphery of the flat isopreference contour
attain the same level of Preference based on their equal elevation above the horizontal plane formed by
the two underlying dimensions (Line Width and Sheet Size) -- that is, the same sub-optimal height on the
preference surface. Speaking from experience as an MBA instructor, one knows that many readers find it
difficult to visualize such isopreference contours in three dimensions. A stereographic representation like
that shown here may help greatly to facilitate this visualization process. The resulting vividness, clarity,
and depth is typical of the benefits possible when using three-dimensional stereography to present
marketing-research findings to managers, students, or other interested audiences.
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Double Projections
Four examples illustrate the method of double projections as described by McAllister and his colleagues
(Harrison and McAllister 1993; Hodges and McAllister 1993; McAllister 1993a, 1993b). This approach is
technically more accurate than rotated plots, but is also more difficult to execute because it requires
customized programming of a computer-graphics routine. Specifically, given some set of marketingresearch data and using a graphics package such as SAS, this approach begins by converting the
coordinates of points in three-dimensional space to a left-right pair of two-dimensional transformations in
which
1. the vertical coordinate of each 3-D point from bottom-to-top of both transformed
2-D spaces is shifted down (up) -- for those points lying above (below) the center
of the vertical axis -- by a factor proportional to the point's distance from the
front to the back of the original 3-D space; and
2. the horizontal coordinate of each 3-D point for the right (left) 2-D image is
shifted toward the right (left) by a factor proportional to the point's distance from
the front to the back of the original 3-D space.
The 2-D coordinates that result from these remappings are then plotted for the left and right members of a
stereo pair with the type sizes also varied by a factor proportional to the distance of an object from the
front to the back of the original 3-D space. My four illustrations represent the cases of
1.
2.
3.
4.

geographical locations and state populations
locations and quality ratings of business schools
multidimensional brand positions
preference vectors or ideal points

The relevant three-dimensional representations were constructed using the stereographic method just
described and should be observed by either free-viewing or aided viewing.
Geographical Positions and Populations of U.S. States
To pursue an example related to demography as one of the many general customer characteristics of
interest to consumer and marketing researchers, my first illustration presents a map of twelve U.S. states
chosen to reflect differences in longitude (west versus east from left to right), latitude (south versus north
from bottom to top), and population (smaller versus larger from back to front). Relevant data for these
three dimensions came from Hammond (Hammond 1992). Longitude and latitude were measured at the
center of each state.
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When looking at either the left or the right image, one can observe certain familiar aspects of the twelve
states. First, Washington and California are far to the left, as befits their western location; by contrast,
New York and Connecticut are far to the right, as befits their location in the east. Northern states such as
Wisconsin are near the top of the space; southern states such as Florida are near the bottom. Notice,
however, that the vertical and horizontal displacement needed to represent the third dimension from back
to front causes certain anomalies to appear when the images are viewed in only two dimensions. Thus,
contrary to our knowledge of real-world geography, in the left image California incorrectly appears to lie
below Nevada. Similarly, Florida incorrectly appears to lie south of Texas.
These apparent inaccuracies disappear when we consider the appropriate stereographic three-dimensional
representation. In the 3-D experience, the geographical space springs to life, vividly revealing the relative
positions of the states and their different population sizes. For example, at the bottom of the space, depth
perception clearly indicates the relative population sizes of California (29.8 million), Texas (17.1
million), and Florida (13.0 million). By contrast, the smallest states -- Idaho (1.0 million) and Nevada (1.2
million) -- lie far toward the back of the space. Notice also how Illinois (11.5 million) and Florida (13.0
million) can be seen to lie near the middle of the space at roughly the midpoint from back to front
(namely, an average population of 15.4 million). Notice further how California now clearly appears to be
only slightly farther to the west than Nevada, but much farther forward on the population dimension. In
short, observe how the relative spatial positions and populations of the states are vividly clarified by the
three-dimensional perspective. Thus, the 3-D experience provides a clear and realistic picture of the
contrasts among the states in terms of geographical position (north-south-east-west) and population
(small-large).
Locations and Ratings of the Top-20 Business Schools
My second illustration of double projections reflects the increasing tendency of American universities to
treat students as customers and therefore to regard education as a service characterized by differences in
perceived quality among competing offerings. Specifically, my example presents a plot of the business
schools ranking among the top twenty in a poll conducted by Business Week (Byrne and Bongiorno
1994). These schools are positioned on three dimensions -- namely, geographical longitude (west versus
east from left to right), tuition (from back to front and generally higher for the private schools), and BW
ranking (from bottom to top). Data for geographical longitude came from Hammond; data for tuition and
ranking came from Business Week.
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Viewing either the left or the right image by itself affords a poor sense of the relative spatial positions of
the various schools. For example, contrary to the impression given by the two-dimensional gaze, Berkeley
is not but Purdue is the lowest ranked school in the top twenty. The confusing picture that appears in two
dimensions again results from the horizontal and vertical displacements needed to achieve a convincing
stereographic effect.
When fusing the left and right images to achieve a 3-D experience, one clearly sees the spatial
relationships among schools implied by the underlying data. For example, the most western schools
(Stanford, Berkeley, UCLA) appear clearly at the far left of the space and the most eastern schools
(Harvard, MIT, Dartmouth) at the far right. Vertically, one clearly sees that Wharton, Northwestern, and
Chicago rise to the top of the space, with Purdue, Berkeley, and UNC falling to the bottom. Further, one
gains a clear sense of the relative tuitions charged by these schools. In general, the public or state schools
lie farther back in the space with the private schools more in the foreground. Thus, Texas, Purdue, UNC,
Indiana, and UCLA recede toward the back of the space, while MIT, Chicago, Columbia, Stanford, and
Harvard pop out at the reader by virtue of their much higher tuitions. In sum, the 3-D experience conveys
a sense of the relationships among the schools on these three dimensions that would be missing from a
more limited two-dimensional view.
A Multidimensional Space for Emotions in Television Commercials
My third illustration draws on the findings of Holbrook and Batra (1987) concerning the dimensions that
underlie consumers' emotional responses to television commercials. Specifically, these authors found that
the relevant emotional responses positioned their test commercials on three dimensions interpretable as
reflecting their relative degrees of Pleasure, Arousal, and Domination. The corresponding positions in
three-dimensional space of those twenty-five commercials with absolute values greater than 1.5 on at
least one of these three dimensions appear in the figure with Pleasure increasing from the left to the right,
Arousal increasing from the bottom to the top, and Domination increasing from the back to the front of
the space.
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If we examine either the left or the right image in the stereo pair by itself, we get only a rather confusing
picture of the relative positions among the various TV commercials in the emotions space. True, we can
see that Nike is low in Pleasure and high in Arousal or that both AT&T ads are high in Pleasure and
moderate in Arousal. But, despite the rather subtle cues provided by the relative sizes of the various
names, we cannot clearly gauge the positions of the entries on the Domination dimension from the back to
the front of the space when seen two-dimensionally.
By contrast, the positions of the TV commercials in the emotions space appear far more clearly in the
three-dimensional view attained by fusing the left and right members of the pair into one stereographic
picture. In the 3-D experience, the emotions space springs to life, vividly and clearly revealing the relative
positions of the commercials on all three underlying dimensions in depth. For example, via stereopsis, we
clearly see that the Bahamas commercial is high on both Pleasure and Arousal, but below average on
Domination; that both Army ads are moderate in Pleasure and Arousal, but positioned far to the front as
high on Domination; that the two Maxwell House commercials ("Max") differ markedly in their degrees
of Pleasure and Arousal, but are both somewhat low on Domination; or that the pairs of Army, Secret,
and AT&T commercials are close together in the space, whereas the Pepsi and especially the Maxwell
House ads are considerably farther apart. In short, the stereographic view encourages us to enter the
emotions space, to explore the positions of the various television commercials, and to gain a fuller
understanding of how they are distributed relative to each other on the various dimensions of Pleasure,
Arousal, and Domination. In this way, the complex pattern of spatial positions gains depth when the
pictorial display is viewed stereoscopically so that the 3-D experience conveys a sense of the interrelationships among the various television commercials on the relevant three dimensions in a way that
escapes the more limited two-dimensional view.
Brand Space and Preference Vector for the Detergent Market
My fourth illustration of double projections reflects data for the detergent market provided by Kamakura
and Russell (1993). As shown in the figure -- derived from the Kamakura-Russell diagram, but
reconstructed to suit our present purposes -- these authors present a brand space based on three attributes
(given by ratings from Consumer Reports): Stain Removal or S (left to right), Brightness or B (front to
back), and Whitening Power or W (bottom to top). In addition, they include data for Brand Tangible
Value (BTV) -- defined as "the average consumer's valuation of the brand's objective product attributes"
(p. 19). Regressing BTV on S, B, and W to derive the coefficients for a preference vector in the brandcharacteristics space produced the coefficients
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BTV = -2.542 + 0.094S + 0.492B + 0.183W + e
with an overall fit of R2 = 0.994 (F3,14 = 741.7, p < 0.0001) and with all three coefficients significant at p
<= 0.0005 or beyond. As described by Carroll, such a characteristics-based model of value can be
represented by a preference vector plotted from the origin through a point given by the relevant regression
coefficients on the various dimensions. Preference or value for each brand is then indicated by its
perpendicular projection onto this preference vector. Such a representation appears in the figure -- with
the names of the brands (including the catch-all "National" or "Ntl" category) shown by large letters
where they are positioned in the characteristics space and by small letters where they project onto the
preference vector.

Viewed in two dimensions via either the left or right panel of the figure, the brand space indicates the
relative positions of the various brands in a manner that is moderately informative with respect to Stain
Removal (left to right) and Whitening Power (bottom to top), but relatively uninformative with respect to
Brightness (front to back, which is indicated only by slight variations in the sizes of the brand names). For
example, Arm & Hammer (A&H) is clearly seen as high in Stain Removal (left-right) but low in both
Whitening Power (bottom-top) and Brightness (front-back). By contrast, Surf appears low on Stain
Removal (left-right) and above average on Whitening Power (bottom-top) but more difficult to place
monocularly in terms of Brightness (front-back). Similar ambiguity concerning the front-to-back
positioning on the Brightness dimension occurs for most of the other brands in the two-dimensional
space. Further, the perpendicular projections of the brands onto the preference vector -- as indicated by
their charted positions -- show that Tide is highest and that the collective National Brand is lowest in
Brand Tangible Value. However, in two-dimensionality, the direction of this preference vector seems
unclear so that one might experience trouble in seeing how the brands project onto the preference vector
in the manner indicated.
The nature of the relationships involved emerges more clearly when the stereo pair is viewed
stereoscopically to form a true three-dimensional representation. The depth provided by such a 3-D
experience makes the relative positions of the brands more salient in general and greatly facilitates an
understanding of the preference vector in particular. Specifically, in the 3-D view, we clearly see how the
brands are positioned on Brightness (from front to back), how the preference vector recedes toward the
rear of the brand space (giving greatest weight to Brightness in determining Brand Tangible Value), and
how the positions of the brands along the vector correspond to their perpendicular projections (such that
BTV increases in the direction indicated). These aspects of the figure concerning the relative positions of
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the brands on Brightness and the interpretation of the preference vector are critical to its understanding
yet difficult to grasp in a two- as opposed to three-dimensional view. Hence, again, the 3-D representation
enhances our understanding of the meaning in the pictorial diagram.

Random Dot Stereograms (RDS)
Random dot stereograms (RDS) achieve a stereoptical effect in a way that appears quite extraordinary to
those who first experience it. As developed during the 1960s by Bela Julesz (1971, 1995), each member
of the RDS pair appears completely random and contains no apparent visual information. One member is,
in fact, constructed as a purely random configuration of dots, line segments, typographical characters, or
other small elements. The other member starts with the same random configuration but shifts elements
horizontally in a manner that corresponds to the parallax displacement that would occur when viewing a
three-dimensional scene from the left versus the right. Thus, when viewed independently, both members
of the RDS pair appear to contain no information at all. However, when fused stereoscopically, the
relevant 3-D shape not only appears but appears in true three-dimensional depth. The logic for
constructing such an RDS has been described by Julesz and others and can easily be implemented on a
personal computer for simple designs such as a square, circle, face mask, and so on (Boyer 1990; Frisby
1980; Julesz 1971, 1995; Kinsman 1992; Marr 1982; Richardson 1994; Rothemund 1993; Schwenker
1991).
My illustration of an RDS presents two random patterns of dots each of which appears to contain no
meaningful information whatsoever when viewed monocularly. However, when fused as a stereo pair to
produce a 3-D image, the dots clearly represent a hollow globe surrounded by a flat plane.

Seeing the relevant pattern in this RDS may require a bit of patience because the globe cannot be
identified until stereopsis has been achieved. Try just relaxing the eyes and waiting for the stereo threedimensional effect to appear. Indeed, the way in which this image emerges from a chaotic impression of
randomness provides an almost eery 3-D experience.
One might legitimately wonder whether the kind of random dot stereogram just illustrated represents an
approach of potential use to marketing and consumer researchers. In this connection, I would suggest that
the main value of the RDS is its definitive demonstration that information appears in stereopsis that does
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not exist in a partial monocular view of either the left- or right-eyed image considered by itself. In a
sense, the RDS offers proof that stereoscopy provides additional insights not evident to the one-eyed twodimensional view. Hence, the RDS phenomenon contributes greatly to the concepts supporting the ability
of three-dimensional stereography to enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of visualizing
information. However, at a more practical level, the marketing or consumer researcher will probably find
other stereographic approaches more useful for analyzing data, presenting findings, or capturing
consumption experiences in studies of markets or customers. The reason is simply that -- though
intriguing in their conceptual implications -- the images found in random dot stereograms are typically
too broad and lacking in specific details to permit their use in situations where clarity and realism are
important. We can see a woman but not necessarily recognize Marilyn Monroe. We can see a hump but
not necessarily identify the contours of a preference surface. In short, the RDS is strong on vividness and
depth but weak on clarity and realism. Hence, other approaches such as stereo photo pairs, rotated data
plots, or double projections would generally be preferred in applications to marketing and consumer
research.

Stereoscopes and Stereoviewers
As noted by various historical accounts, after Charles Wheatstone had first described the principles of
stereopsis in 1838; twelve years elapsed before David Brewster introduced a binocular viewer for looking
at the paired pictures that photographers had begun to produce commercially (Brown 1903; ed. 1994;
Burder and Whitehouse 1992; Darrah, 1977; Ferwerda 1990; Gregory 1970; Keulen 1986, 1990; Waack
1987; Waldsmith 1991; Zone 1991). Another stride forward occurred in about 1860 when Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Sr. (father of the supreme court judge) invented a stereoscope that could be cheaply
manufactured and easily handled. The Holmes stereoscope employed prismatic lenses to enlarge and shift
the pictorial images in a way that aided their fusion, while a sliding bar facilitated movement of the
pictures into sharp focus. Hence, the work of stereopsis was performed largely by an optical gadget.
Doubtless as a result, this format gained great popularity in American households during the late-19th and
early-20th centuries, becoming the primary mass medium for the dissemination of visual information.
(For further historical details, see Holbrook 1996a, 1998a.)
Beginning in the 1940s and 50s, more contemporary versions of the same approach emerged in the form
of the stereoviewers that were sold as playthings for children and were adapted for the viewing of
photographic slides by adults. Thus, for many decades, the producers of View-Master have provided
high-quality paired transparencies on circular disks, devoted to themes such as Disney characters or
travelogues and intended mostly for kids or a few of their stereo-addicted parents (Dennis 1984; Keulen
1986, 1990; Sell and Sell 1994; Waldsmith 1991). A comparable approach, using paired photographic
slides displayed through a hand-held double-image slide viewer, characterized the offerings marketed by
David White, Kodak, Revere, and others during the 1950s (Burder and Whitehouse 1992; Keulen 1986,
1990; Tydings 1951; Waack 1987). For example, White's Stereo Realist camera took double-image
transparencies that were then mounted side-by-side for viewing via an apparatus that contained its own
internal light source and that permitted adjustments for focusing and for interocular spread. By holding
the illumination steady, accommodating itself to different degrees of myopia, and allowing for different
distances between the eyes, this stereoviewer provided truly high-quality visual imaging. Thus, by forcing
each eye to see one and only one picture, such aids to stereo viewing produce not only vivid but also
easily accessible 3-D experiences.
As an alternative approach that lends itself to print media or electronic publication, the old double-image
slides can be printed side-by-side as stereo pairs and then viewed with the aid of a prismatic lorgnette
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viewer. For example, this use of paired prints with viewing aids appeared in the book entitled Hollywood
3D compiled by Susan Lloyd Hayes (ed. 1992) from photographs taken by her grandfather Harold Lloyd,
a Hollywood actor from the era of silent films who possessed a Stereo Realist camera with which he took
snapshots of such celebrities as Marilyn Monroe and Jayne Mansfield. Hayes presents these stereo 3-D
pairs and includes a small hand-held lorgnette that uses prismatic magnifiers to help the images fuse.
Comparable books featuring printed stereo pairs intended for viewing with the help of a prismatic
lorgnette have treated such themes as the Russo-Japanese War (Blum 1987), the history of stereography
in New Hampshire (McShane 1993), the historical settling of California (Crain 1994), nude photography
(Schwartzman 1993; Nazarieff 1981), and (ironically enough) stereo computer graphics (McAllister
1993b). This approach to aided viewing resembles that discussed elsewhere in this review in connection
with stereo pairs. Another illustration -- this one capturing a deer in the woods of the Pocono Mountains
in Pennsylvania -- appears as follows.

This stereo pair, representing a deer patiently standing about two yards away from the stereographer,
conveys the sort of consumption experience routinely available while spending leisure time at our
weekend retreat in the mountains. In that sense, it illustrates the sort of photographic documentation of
interest to marketing and consumer researchers concerned with ethnographic or subjective personal
introspective studies of experiential consumption. Many readers will find such stereo pairs easiest to see
when using a prismatic lorgnette of the type described under Aided Viewing. Other approaches -- often
involving the use of stereoviewers for purposes of watching stereographic slide shows -- have been
widely employed in the advertising and personal selling of such products as automobiles (Holbrook,
1998c).
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Virtual Reality
Moving the two-image approach into the contemporary computer-assisted age of aided viewing, various
virtual reality (VR) applications and related electronic marvels have pushed the principle of the
stereoscope to its logical conclusion and have recently put "3-D" on the cover of Business Week (Coy and
Hof 1995). By wearing special goggles or helmets that direct a separate LED, LCD, or TV image to each
eye, participants experience a life-like sense of three-dimensional depth that adds greatly to the dynamic
excitement of action-oriented video games or to the realism of computer-driven simulations (Biocca
1992; Rheingold 1994; Richardson 1994). Unfortunately, many such VR realizations cost hundreds of
thousands or even millions of dollars and, hence, do not lend themselves to the budgets of most academic
marketing and consumer researchers, much less most audience members. Also unfortunately, many
purported cases of virtual reality present only what McAllister (1993b)calls "2.5D" -- that is, good depth
perspective without true stereopsis. As an example, The Economist (1997) recently reported the case of
the "virtualized reality" modeled by Professor Takeo Kanade at Carnegie-Mellon University -- which
requires the services of massive supercomputers running around the clock, which produces only twodimensional images on a flat screen, and which still takes "five days to produce ten seconds-worth of
video" (p. 100).
By contrast, as a recent application suitable for inexpensive home use, the Virtual Boy game by Nintendo
cost about $165 when it was first introduced (before discounted prices came down to about $29.95) and
generates dramatic stereoptical effects by means of a viewer that sits on a table top and allows the playing
of games such as computerized tennis in three dimensions (Consumer Reports 1995). Though the system
uses relatively crude black-and-red LED graphics, the otherwise disappointing sketchiness of the cartoon
characters in the game is more than compensated for by the startlingly realistic stereographic depth of the
dynamic 3-D experience itself (Coy and Hof 1995).
Presumably to get a jump on the promise of such technologies, some video-game manufacturers have
apparently attempted to borrow the cachet of virtual reality by claiming to incorporate 3-D effects in ways
that have oversold the products in question (Markoff 1994). On closer inspection, the video-game
software often produces only single-eye images on a flat TV monitor. The best that can be said for these
inherently two-dimensional pictures is that they are "like" three-dimensional viewing because they
provide a sense of depth by means of good perspectival "2.5-D" graphics. For example, a recent visit to a
computer-game store located software promising "3-D action and terrain" (Shock Wave by 3DO), "3D
views ... from any angle" (3D Atlas by 3DO), "3D imaging and rendering" (Virtual Reality by SAMS
Publishing), "from 2D to 3D and back with a single click of the mouse" (3D Home Architect by
Broderbund), and "clicking on the 3D View button [to] get a realistic perspective of your design from a
variety of angles" (3D Landscape by Books That Work). However, the store manager admitted that these
uses of the term "3-D" misrepresent what is actually just a "good sense of 2-D depth perspective." Indeed,
only one game package in this particular store appeared to provide true stereoscopic viewing -- in this
case, via red-and-blue glasses of the type formerly associated with the old anaglyph comic books (3D
Madness by SAMS Publishing). Similarly, a recent review of emerging 3-D video-game technologies
does not even mention the possibility of stereoptical effects (Baig 1995). And a glowing report on the
wonders of Nintendo 64 (Krantz with Eisenberg 1996) credits this device with achieving "the most
realistic and compelling three-dimensional experience ever presented by a computer" (p. 74) as "the first
game machine to offer fully immersive 3-D environments" (p. 75), but fails to mention that these
inherently 2-D or 2.5-D accomplishments are not stereographic in nature and therefore lack the true
stereoscopic impression of depth. So it seems fair to conclude that the ultimate promise of virtual reality
involving stereo 3-D experiences still awaits fuller development of its potential in the video-game stores
(Clark 1993, 1995).
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By contrast with these popularly available mass-marketed products, various types of head-mounted
displays (HMDs) have been developed for use by serious students and professional practitioners in the
technology of "immersive" virtual reality (Clark 1993, 1995; Isdale 1993). These HMDs use special
optics combined with LCD, CRT, or fiber-optics displays to place discrete images before the eyes but,
unfortunately, tend to cost anywhere from $6;000 to $60;000 or higher. Hence, awaiting improvements in
the availability and affordability of VR hardware and software (Wildstrom 1995), one still encounters
considerable difficulty and expense in locating, obtaining, and using the viewing devices produced by
Haitex, CrystalEyes, Toshiba, Sega, Virtuality Entertainment, EyePhones, i-glasses!, Virtual iO,
VictorMaxx, and others (Clark 1993, 1995; Feder 1995; Isdale 1993; Norskog 1990; Richardson 1994).
However, this situation changes on almost a daily basis. Recently, inexpensive VR viewers in the form of
LCD shutter glasses for use by consumers on home video machines and personal computers have begun
to appear under such brand names as SimulEyes, 3-D Magic, 3D Max, 3-D Spex, and VR Surfer
(Starkman and Dennis 1996). After a citywide search lasting several weeks, I finally managed to track
down the SimulEyes glasses by StereoGraphics and, for a price of about $90; was treated to a clumsy
installation procedure and a set of video games that perform fitfully on my Windows 95 platform.
However, on those rare occasions when the system works properly, it does produce stereo 3-D effects that
are truly mind-boggling. Subsequently, I have ordered (but have not yet received) a comparable $100
dollar system called VR Surfer from VRex, which promises more versatile software to enable the viewing
of stereographic displays other than mindless video games.
The situation just described pretty much characterizes the current scene surrounding the application of
simulated shopping in the virtual store, as developed by Raymond Burke (1996), first at the Harvard
Business School and more recently in his laboratory at Indiana University. Burke's simulated retail
environments provide highly realistic experimental settings in which consumer subjects can select their
choices from among arrays of brands on display. Further, the whole point of Burke's method hinges on
the greater realism provided by his virtual store settings, which presumably enhance the external validity
of subjects' simulated choice behavior. Potentially, Burke does possess the technology to implement true
stereographic three-dimensional applications of his virtual shopping tasks. At present, however, his store
simulations exist primarily in 2.5-D -- that is, with excellent visual perspective but with no true stereo 3-D
effects.
My example -- which can be free-viewed or observed with the help of aided viewing -- illustrates the sort
of 3-D experiences that virtual reality potentially could (but, as yet, generally does not) achieve in the
case of marketing and consumer research conducted with the aid of shopping simulations.
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In either the right or left picture viewed monocularly, we find shelf facings closely comparable in their
degree of detail to those routinely achieved in Burke's virtual shopping tasks -- except that my illustration
features children's toys, whereas Burke has typically focused on grocery products. Compared to the sorts
of information displays found in ordinary computer-assisted applications such as Bettman, Johnson, and
Payne's "Mouselab" (1991), the 2.5-D impression obtained with either eye working alone does indeed
appear realistic enough to enhance external validity. However, fusing the two pictures into one true stereo
3-D image conveys a deepened sense of the placement of the packages on the shelves, their relative sizes,
and the contents visible inside the boxes that can be seen through their cellophane windows. These
stereographic three-dimensional effects demonstrate the degree to which, with the help of stereo 3-D
displays, the virtual shopping tasks could become even more realistic and therefore even more useful to
marketing and consumer researchers.
In sum, various Virtual Reality techniques offer the potential for exciting applications in the marketing
and consumer research of the future. First, in the area of marketing entertainment, games, and related
products, VR technologies promise to contribute powerfully to the relevant consumption experiences
found at video arcades or other electronic action-oriented venues. Second, in marketing and consumer
research, VR approaches may someday extend our ability to conduct more realistic simulations of
shopping or other market-related consumer behavior. At present, however, quasi-3D or 2.5-D "virtual
reality" approaches have claimed more than they have delivered, whereas those that use more
sophisticated methods to offer true stereo 3-D experiences are so costly as to remain inaccessible to the
typical marketing or consumer researcher.
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Lenticular Prints and Holograms
Some photographic 3-D images are designed to be viewed as single pictures by the unaided eye. These do
not lend themselves to representation by either electronic or conventional print media and are therefore
mentioned here only briefly for the sake of completeness. They include lenticular prints and holograms.
Lenticular prints often adorn the covers of musical recordings (e.g., the Rolling Stones' Their Satanic
Majesties Request) or books (e.g., Toy Story) and sometimes appear in commercial advertising or on
greeting cards (Burder and Whitehouse 1992; Ferwerda 1990), Love 1993; McAllister 1993b; Richardson
1994; Smith 1995; Waack 1987). These prints require photographing with a special multi-lensed camera
such as that introduced by the ill-fated Nimslo company and currently produced by ImageTech, as well as
special processing of the multiple photo images to transfer them in interlaced form to a single flat sheet
covered by a prismatic screen that directs a different exposure to each eye. For example, using
ImageTech's inexpensive disposable "3DMagic" camera and mailing it to the company for processing
(5172G Brook Hollow Parkway, Norcross, GA 30071; 404-416-8848), one can produce photographs that
convey a three-dimensional sense of depth without the need for additional viewing aids at a cost of about
two dollars apiece. (Be warned, however, that both the photographic resolution of the picture and the
stereographic impact of its three-dimensional effect tend to be lower in quality in the case of lenticular
prints than those routinely obtained by stereo pairs taken with even the cheapest disposable cameras.)
Similar results -- at vastly greater costs in terms of effort and expense but with even less flexibility in
terms of subject matter, location, or media and even poorer image quality -- result from the use of
holography to produce reflection (or transmission) holograms (Love 1993; McAllister 1993b; Pescovitz
1997; Unterseher, Hansen, and Schlesinger 1992). For this purpose, one must construct a massive
vibration-free table, invest in expensive and potentially dangerous laser equipment, split the laser beam
into at least two paths of equal length (using various combinations of delicate lenses and fragile mirrors),
bounce one beam off an immobile object (generally of rather small size and mundane shape), treat the
other as a reference beam, route these beams to a light-sensitive glass plate, expose this plate to the laser
beams under carefully controlled conditions (including absolute darkness), develop the plate with the
necessary highly toxic chemicals as a transparency (transmission hologram) or print (reflection
hologram), and then view the resulting image using illumination striking it at exactly the same angle of
incidence as the original reference beam from either a laser (transmission) or a point source of white light
(reflection). After reading a manual such as that by Unterseher, Hansen, and Schlesinger (1992) -- despite
its almost comically misleading subtitle (Making Holograms the Easy Way) -- most marketing and
consumer researchers will probably conclude that practical applications of holography to the presentation
of research results must await further developments in the 21st century or beyond (Pescovitz 1997).
In sum, lenticular prints have frequently worked their way into advertising, packaging applications, or
family-photo albums, while holograms have found occasional uses in such venues as science museums or
theme parks. However, neither approach lends itself to on-screen displays via computers or theaters, and
both are too expensive to permit their use in the presentation of marketing- or consumer-research results
by means of conventional printed publications. Hence, whatever their potential marketability as
entertainment media or as vehicles for amateur photography, lenticular prints and holograms seem
destined for long-term status as mere curiosities in the annals of methods useful in marketing and
consumer research.
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Motion Parallax
As one technique for presenting images on a CRT screen, motion parallax simply provides small
displacements, rapid alterations, or continuous movement of a visual display in a way that permits the
viewer (even when using only one eye) to extract depth information (Banchoff 1986; Becker, Cleveland,
and Weil 1988; Carr, Nicholson, Littlefield, and Hall 1986; Cleveland and McGill 1988; Fisherkeller,
Friedman, and Tukey 1975; Frisby 1980; Getty and Huggins 1986; Jones and McLaurin 1993; Julesz
1971; Marr 1982; McAllister 1993b; McDonald 1986; Wegman and DePriest 1986; Young, Kent, and
Kuhfeld 1988). Though strictly speaking a monocular rather than binocular depth cue, motion parallax
depends on the same geometry that governs stereopsis, the difference being that the comparison of
different viewpoints occurs sequentially rather than synchronously.
Further, displays based on motion parallax lend themselves to enhancement by means of the Pulfrich
Effect, wherein dimmer material viewed through a darker lens reaches the brain a bit later (Gregory 1990;
Klooswijk 1989; Love 1993; McAllister 1993b; Zone 1991). When applied to motion pictures,
videotapes, or computer animations shot with movement from one side to the other, this selective delay
due to greater latency in one eye conveys a striking impression of depth. It follows that motion parallax
can often be converted into a true stereo 3-D experience by the simple expedient of holding one half of a
broken pair of sunglasses over the eye at the leading (trailing) edge of the moving display (camera).
The dynamic effect just described can be illustrated in the current static format by means of the sorts of
stereo pairs intended for free-viewing or aided viewing described elsewhere in this review. Here, my first
example comes from the type of information display generated by the SAS/ASSIST routine for interactive
data analysis. This approach draws XYZ plots of data points in 2.5-D space but then proceeds to spin
them around in a way that takes advantage of quasi-stereographic effects due to motion parallax. As just
noted, these can be converted to true stereo 3-D experiences with the help of the Pulfrich effect by means
of holding a dark lens over the left (right) eye as the display spins from right to left (left to right).
The figure captures the nature of this effect due to motion parallax by means of three stereo pairs
generated by performing one SAS/ASSIST plot and then spinning it by about three degrees to mimic the
rotations mentioned under another heading. In this case -- pertinent to marketing or consumer researchers
interested in the "dark side" of consumption or what I like to call Consumer Misbehavior -- the data plot
represents crime statistics for the 50 states with Murder Rate on the vertical Y axis and with Rapes and
Assaults on the horizontal X and Z axes, respectively.
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The actual correlations among Murders (M), Rapes (R) and Assaults (A) are R M,R = 0.60; RM,A = 0.65;
and RR,A = 0.74. Notice how a monocular view of any one panel in this display conveys very little
intuition concerning the shape of the data cluster. One sees clearly that Murders increase with Rapes from
left to right. But the relationship between Murders and Assaults from front to back is far less clear. By
contrast, when the two plots are fused into one true stereo 3-D image, we clearly observe the manner in
which Murders increase with both Rapes (from left to right) and Assaults (from front to back). We also
see how Rapes and Assaults vary together in the sense that the data cluster drifts rightward, upward, and
backward simultaneously. This sense of a three-dimensional functional relationship closely mirrors the
sort of insight into the structure of data routinely available by using the SAS/ASSIST options and
spinning the resulting displays to take advantage of their motion parallax.
A second illustration comes from the opening portion of a recent television commercial for Jeep
Cherokee. As the camera glides from left to right past a mountain lion standing on a craggy peak
overlooking a canyon below and a mountain range beyond that, one can enjoy a true stereo 3-D effect by
holding a dark lens over the left eye. Alternatively, as shown here, we can capture two images from
earlier versus later in the sequence and can mount these as the left and right members of a stereo pair.

In this stereographic view, observe how the lofty ledge in the foreground gives way to a precipitous
plunge toward the valley below. Also notice how -- because the Jeep banner moves with the camera -- it
appears (after cropping) to be located way in the background and seems to cut through the mountains in
the distance. Finally, note that -- because the Jeep located under the mountain lion's chin moves rapidly in
the distance -- it was necessary to copy its position from the left to the right picture (via Adobe Photoshop
4.0) to avoid problems when the two pictures are fused into one stereo image.
In sum, motion parallax -- especially when enhanced into a true stereo 3-D experience by means of the
Pulfrich Effect -- finds helpful applications both in marketing or consumer research and in the execution
of marketing strategies (Gregory 1990; Klooswijk 1989; Love 1993; McAllister 1993b; Zone 1991). In
research, displays of data in such formats as XYZ plots gain greater interpretability when they are spun or
slid sideways for purposes of envisioning them in depth. In designing the marketing mix, motion parallax
is especially important to the filming of television commercials and other animated or visually dynamic
promotional communications.
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Autostereograms and Single-Image Random Dot Stereograms (SIRDS)
Extending principles that govern the two-image RDS discussed elsewhere, Christopher Tyler (1983,
1994) and others (e.g., Dyckman 1990, 1994) have developed a comparable type of stereo effect that
presents the relevant pattern via one computer-generated display known as an autostereogram or singleimage random dot stereogram or SIRDS. As described by Dyckman 1990, 1994; Kinsman 1992;
Richardson 1994; Rothemund 1993; Sakane 1994; Shimojo 1994; and Tyler himself 1983, 1994; these
random-dot, color-field, and repeating-pattern or "wallpaper" stereograms became enormously popular in
Japan before migrating back to the USA, adorning the walls of head shops, filling the corridors of
shopping malls, and catapulting to the top of the New York Times best-seller list. The novel characteristic
of the SIRDS is that -- developing Tyler's invention of the "single-picture stereogram" or
"autostereogram" in 1979 -- they contain repeated images embedded in just one pictorial display wherein
the frequency of repetition from left to right governs the degree of perceived depth. Tyler (1994) explains
that "a computer...generate[s] a repeating image in which the repetition cycle [is] controlled by the
desired 3-D depth information" (p.84):
The essential requirement of the autostereogram is to generate a field of
vertical strips of repeating random dots. The key principle for depth
generation then is to arrange for the repetition width of the random-dot
sequence to [correspond to] the required 3-D depth value at that point (p.
86).
Viewed by the unprepared eye, these patterns appear to be just random noise or meaningless colored
splotches. But, when seen stereoptically, they reveal hidden 3-D shapes that emerge from the background
with almost startling tangibility and subtle gradations of depth. Such viewing produces an experience
described by Sakane (1994) as "the pure sense of joy created by being able to make sense of the threedimensional information contained in a two-dimensional image that seems to show nothing" (p. 74):
As our eyes find the correct focal point, vivid, three-dimensional images
lurch out of the white noise of the two-dimensional image and into view.
The experience is an eerie one, yet so compelling precisely because it is
so real (p. 74).
Remarking on what he calls this "Oh, wow" reaction, Tyler (1994) agrees that "there are few experiences
as visually exciting as having a really clear 3-D image filling your visual field" (p.85). According to
Richardson (1994), "the illusion is quite astonishing": "Some describe it as discovering a new sense, or
looking into an alternative universe" (p. 15). Clearly, as noted by Tyler and Clarke (1990)), a key
advantage of the autostereogram is that it "allows the reproduction of stereoscopic images in
conventionally printed material ... without the need for any specialized viewing apparatus" (p. 196). Thus,
after their initial success in Japan, posters, calendars, greeting cards, and books containing these
stereograms have reached a wide audience in the USA under such titles as Magic Eye (N. E. Thing
Enterprises 1993), Hidden Dimensions (Dyckman 1990), Interactive Pictures (Riemschneider, Burkhard
1994), Stereogram (Cadence Books 1994a), Ultra 3-D (Montage Publications 1994), Another Dimension
(21st Century Publishing 1994), and 3D Wonderland (Saburi 1993). Various computer scientists have
designed manuals, programs, and software () to permit home hobbyists to undertake SIRDS construction
on their own personal computers (though not without plenty of processing and memory capacity).
Further, dynamically moving SIRDS displays have appeared on videotapes by Magic Insight (Magic
Insight 1994).
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My first illustration presents a simple "wallpaper" type of repeating-pattern autostereogram composed of
the words "Marketing Research 3D." When viewed as a conventional picture, this autostereogram looks
like a flat display with very little interest value. However, if we free-view or "stereogaze" this
autostereogram by looking straight ahead and through or past the picture until a clear stereo 3-D image
emerges, we see a rather remarkable three-layered effect -- with "Marketing" in the background,
"Research" in the middle ground, and "3D" leaping out at us in the foreground. This 3-D effect is fairly
easy to obtain with a little practice and provides a clear and vivid example of the sort of in-depth threedimensional experience possible with the autostereogram.

My second illustration is more challenging and mimics the kinds of single-image random dot stereograms
or SIRDS that appear in poster-shop or frame-store windows and that have won such popularity in recent
years. Specifically, my home-made stereogram uses an approach typical of the SIRDS that appear to
present only one meaningless pictorial display to the casual glance but that actually contain a "hidden" but
meaningful repetitive pattern embedded inside. Specifically, some information such as random dots (here,
the words "MARKETING" and "marketing") is repeated from left to right. Toward the right portion of the
display, a meaningful configuration of this information such as a familiar shape or silhouette (here, a
significant numeral and letter formed from the "Marketing" fragments) is displaced slightly to the left
(here, by the width of two letters over the space of 18 letters dictated by the width of the 9-letter word
"Marketing" repeated twice). [Note: It may be necessary to resize this display to fit the computer screen!]
When viewed by either the right or the left eye working alone -- or, indeed, by both eyes focusing on the
plane of the page -- the display in the illustration looks like an endless repetition of the words
"MARKETING" and "marketing" in an recurring pattern. In short, to the casual glance, the visual
representation in the illustration appears rather meaningless or, at least, not very interesting.
But when we free-view or "stereoview" this image, a rather striking three-dimensional effect emerges.
The easiest way to achieve this stereopsis is to gaze through and past the two dots above the display until
they seem to form a central dot (with fainter peripheral dots floating on either side). Next, move the eyes
downward into the display and wait for the background (MARKETINGmarketingMARKETING ... ) to
coalesce clearly. Then, as the gaze drifts slowly downward into the display, further persistence will be
rewarded by the emergence of an almost ghostlike image that floats above the background and that carries
a meaning which encapsulates the theme of this review. Those patient enough to observe this stereoscopic
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three-dimensional effect are more or less guaranteed to feel the sort of compelling 3-D experience
described earlier.

To summarize and to repeat, one key advantage of the single-image random dot stereogram or SIRDS is
that it lends itself to presentation by means of print media or computer screens, in color or black-andwhite, and at low costs of production. Indeed, as a marketing tool, such displays have achieved notable
success in the form of the phenomenally popular stereogram books (Adolph 1994; Cadence Books 1994a,
1994b; Dyckman 1990, 1994; Kinsman 1992; Magic Insight: 3-D Animated Stereograms 1994; Montage
Publications 1994), More Magic Insight: 3-D Animated Stereograms 1994; N. E. Thing Enterprises 1993,
1994a, 1994b; Richardson 1994; Riemschneider 1994; Rothemund 1993; Saburi 1993; Sakane 1994;
Shimojo 1994; 21st Century Publishing 1994; Tyler 1983, 1994; Tyler and Clarke 1990). However,
despite their captivating 3-D effects, such stereo displays appear less useful to applications in marketing
and consumer research. The 3-D images produced are simply too broad-gauged and low in resolution to
permit the sorts of pin-point accuracy (clarity) or close-up detail (realism) needed for the effective
analysis of research data or presentation of relevant findings. Hence, it seems safe to predict that the
applications of SIRDS by marketers will continue to be primarily experiential rather than analytic in
nature.

Anaglyphs
To create an anaglyph, the left and right images of a stereo pair are converted to green/blue and red
(respectively), are superimposed, and are then viewed through special eyeglasses with red and green-blue
filters on the left and right. By virtue of these red-blue filters, each eye sees only the appropriate image
and a dramatic stereographic effect results with a vividness that many will remember from the days when
this approach was widely used to produce 3-D comic books (Dyckman 1994; Frisby 1980; Girling 1990;
Richardson 1994; Sales 1994; Waack 1987; Zone, 1991). Years later, similar anaglyph techniques still
appear in highly involving children's books (Claiborne 1993; Madsen 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Sammon, and
Sammon 1994) on such themes as insects, dinosaurs, puzzles, African animals, and the human anatomy or
in adult-oriented uses for the stereo image in science and technology (Banchoff 1986; Carr, Nicholson,
Littlefield and Hall 1986; Frisby 1980; Gabriel, and Odoroff 1986), Gregory 1970; Julesz 1971; Lorenz
1987), Sales 1994; Wegman and DePriest 1986).
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One problem with anaglyphs is that they sacrifice color information and are essentially monochromatic.
However, when compared with simple stereo pairs, this disadvantage is compensated for by the fact that
anaglyphs can be as large as one wants and can be easily constructed using virtually any stereo pair by
means of image-manipulating routines available in software such as Adobe Photoshop 4.0.
To construct an anaglyph using Photoshop, begin with a suitable stereo pair. Convert this pair to
grayscale and then back to RGB color. Turn on the channels feature, select the red channel, and make all
three channels visible. Then use the offset filter to move just the red channel to the right until the red
version of the left picture lines up with the blue-green version of the right picture. Crop the resulting
anaglyph and save it as an RGB color image. Present this image against a neutral background (white,
gray, or black) that does not create interference with the green/blue- and red-filtering process.
Anaglyphs constructed in this way require red-blue/green glasses for proper viewing. Such viewing aids
may be obtained in various sizes at prices generally less than a dollar apiece from the following sources:
Reel 3-D Enterprises
P.O. Box 2368
Culver City, CA 90231
310-837-2368
Cygnus Graphic
P.O. Box 32461
Phoenix, AZ 85064
602-277-9253
American Paper Optics
Attn: John Jerit
2005 Nonconnah Blvd.
Suite 27
Memphis, TN 38132
1-800-767-8427
1-901-398-6111
To illustrate the creation and viewing of anaglyphs in the manner just described, each of the stereo pairs
presented in this WWW-paper has been converted to an anaglyph and may be viewed with the help of
red-blue/green glasses:
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Interior Design

To summarize, anaglyphs require reproduction in color (red and blue/green) yet waste this color
information by becoming essentially monochromatic (black-and-white) when viewed stereoscopically
(via blue/green- and red-filtering glasses). Hence, they are probably too cost-inefficient to permit their
widespread use in marketing or consumer research that appears in conventional printed journals or books.
However, unlike stereo pairs, anaglyphs have the advantage that they can be shown and viewed in
virtually any size desired. This plus their cost-sensitive requirement of color makes them ideally suitable
for presentation on the computer monitor -- where color is cheap and where size is flexible. In such cases,
as here, they should be positioned against a neutral background (white, gray, or black) to prevent clashes
with the color-filtering process in the right and left eyes.
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Polarized Projection
Another familiar and still viable approach to stereoptical viewing involves the use of polarized projection.
In this method, the left and right pictures in a stereo pair are projected through polarized filters onto a
silver screen with the two filters' directions of polarization set at a ninety-degree angle to one another and
with the combined presentation viewed through eyeglasses whose lenses impart complementary
orthogonal directions of polarization so that each eye sees only the appropriate left or right rendering.
This apparatus-aided technique has been widely used for the viewing of stereoscopic slides (Ferwerda
1990; Waack 1987). Further, a comparable approach has often been employed to produce 3-D motion
pictures such as Bwana Devil (the first feature-length 3-D movie), The House of Wax (the first 3-D
feature produced by a major Hollywood studio), and Dial M for Murder (a Hitchcock masterpiece) in the
1950s or Jaws 3D (an expensive flop) in the 1980s (Halliwell 1989; Kaufman 1996; Zone 1991).
Unfortunately, the convincing stereo 3-D effects produced by polarized projection cannot in principle be
presented in either print or televised formats (where no silver screen is available) and therefore cannot be
illustrated in the present review.
Despite the technical impossibility of illustrating polarized projection in the present WWW-paper, we
should not dismiss its potential applicability to marketing or consumer research. First, in theater formats,
the approach has a long history of successful application in the offering of entertainment products (e.g., 3D movies). Second, polarized projection could in principle offer an excellent approach to presenting
marketing- or consumer-research findings to large audiences in lecture-hall or theater-type settings where
a silverized screen could feasibly be made available at a moderate extra cost. This is the method used by
the National Stereoscopic Association at its annual conventions, for example, and the 3-D effects obtained
in this way are truly impressive.
Shutter Glasses
Perhaps the most sophisticated cinematic application of stereography has recently appeared in the
remarkable stereo realism of the process introduced by Sony in its Imax Movie Theaters located in Japan,
Europe, and New York. Here, double movie projectors flash left- and right-eye images on a giant screen
in rapid succession (Aronowitz 1994, 1995; Fuller 1995; Holusha 1994; Klein 1995; Marren 1994).
Meanwhile, special shutter glasses with liquid-crystal lenses activated by electrical charges to become
first transparent and then opaque are synchronized via signals from infrared transmitters to open and close
on the left and right at the rate of ninety-six times per second in such a way that each eye sees only the
appropriate visual information. These shifts back and forth occur so quickly as to give a continuous
flicker-free visual impression with vivid, even overwhelming three-dimensional qualities. For example -when shown on the giant Imax screen, eight stories tall and 100 feet wide -- a film called Into the Deep
produces seamless under-water vistas with sea creatures so life-like that one irresistibly experiences the
proverbial you-could-reach-out-and-touch-it sensation. Comparably dramatic effects appear in Across the
Sea of Time (about New York City) and Wings of Courage (about aviators in the mountains).
Obviously, though the sort of blockbuster stereo 3-D extravaganzas just described have produced major
marketing successes in applications such as Sony's Imax, they remain prohibitively expensive for use by
the vast majority of marketing and consumer researchers. Further, the theater-oriented spectaculars cannot
be adequately illustrated in the present review by means of electronic media. However, on a more modest
scale that substitutes electronic video for cinematic film as the major communication medium of interest,
shutter glasses have been adapted for use with video monitors -- as discussed in the section on the display
and viewing of stereo computer graphics.
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Stereo Computer Graphics
Numerous advanced and expensive techniques exist for the mechanically aided viewing of stereographic
images on computer screens using "field-sequential" electronics. Like the other single-picture approaches,
these stereo computer graphics rely on the basic principle of presenting different left and right pictures to
the two eyes via the use of liquid-crystal shutter systems, parallactiscopic moving slits, oscillating
mirrors, rotating multiplanar volumetric displays, lenticular screens, or other mechanical devices (some of
which build the relevant "aids" into the computer-display monitor itself rather than requiring that they be
worn by the viewer and, in that sense, occupy a grey area between "aided" and "free" viewing). Several
sources provide excellent overviews of such computer-graphics methods (Cleveland and McGill 1988;
McAllister 1993b; Wegman and DePriest 1986), some of which may someday find viable commercial
applications of importance in the marketing of entertainment products but most of which are still so costly
as to preclude their use for marketing or consumer research at the present time. However, such limitations
due to cost may eventually yield to the constant march of technological progress -- as in the promising onscreen stereo 3-D approaches represented by the HinesLab 3DTV system (Brown 1996; Robinson 1995)
and by INFINITY Multimedia's time-multiplexed multi-view autostereoscopic system originally
developed at Cambridge University (Mallon 1996; Moore et al. 1996; Travis et al. 1996).
One potential area of application (among many) for the stereo computer graphics just described arises in
the marketing-related uses of computer-assisted design or CAD (Deutsch 1997). Such CAD methods
permit their user to construct a three-dimensional wire-frame model of a new product, to view its
structure on a computer monitor, to cover it with the relevant textures and details, to examine it from all
angles, to make modifications, to observe the effects of such changes, and generally to conduct an indepth exploration of the aesthetic aspects of product design. Clearly, such applications will benefit from
the emerging approaches to viewing such models stereographically via 3-D CAD. Indeed, in high-end
applications to computer-assisted engineering via the use of expensive CAD-driven work stations
combined with costly LCD shutter glasses, such implementations of 3-D CAD have already begun to
appear at companies like Ford and Parke-Davis (Deutsch 1997; StereoGraphics 1996-1997a).
As an example, simulated to permit a representation on the static computer screen available here, consider
the following illustrative car design.
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Either half of the stereo pair shows the sort of two-dimensionally flat quasi-"3D" image that might result
from a conventional CAD routine. By contrast, via the help of a small shift and stereoptical viewing of the
stereo pair or its anaglyph form, the true 3-D stereo image provides a more clear, vivid, realistic, and indepth appreciation of the aesthetic impression made by this automotive design.
A second illustration resembles the first except that the car model was generated entirely by computer.
Again, the effect of three-dimensional stereography greatly improves our ability to visualize the relevant
design vividly and clearly, in detail and in depth.
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A third example indicates how the surface colors and textures are applied to the underlying wire-frame
model -- in this case, a van suitable for business-delivery services. Notice how the structure of the wire
frame emerges with far greater clarity when viewed in stereo and how the realism of the full model is
enhanced by the 3-D effect.
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Finally, a fourth illustration turns to an application connected with interior design. Here, the arrangement
of furniture and other objects in a living room appears confusing when viewed two-dimensionally but
emerges with enhanced vividness, clarity, realism, and depth when seen stereoptically in a true threedimensional representation.
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In sum, it is only a matter of time until fully realistic 3-D CAD design becomes widely available and
affordable. At present, the hardware and software needed for such applications are probably beyond the
financial reach of the typical marketing or consumer researcher. But -- given the promising marketing
applications of such design approaches -- the widespread availability of these techniques at acceptable
prices can safely be counted on to arrive sooner rather than later.
Conclusion and Paths to Further Exploration
Collectively and individually, the approaches described in this review provide methods by which
marketing and consumer researchers can greatly enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of their
visual representations. Essentially, the use of three-dimensional stereographic displays serves to improve
our ability to visualize information and to increase our effectiveness in communicating with others.
Hence, as illustrated here, useful applications arise in the presentation of visual stimuli, the exploration of
data, the depiction of consumption experiences, the representation of findings, and various aspects of the
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strategic communication with customers. Such uses for stereo 3-D displays promise to aid marketing and
consumer researchers toward more insightful scholarly work in general and toward reaching a more
receptive audience of readers and viewers via the print and electronic media in particular.
Toward the latter end, the interested Internet surfer might want to consult the references cited in this
review and to visit some of the Web sites devoted all or in part to the subject of three-dimensional
stereographic displays.
In sum, the potential applications of three-dimensional stereography to marketing and consumer research
appear to be many. But we have only begun to scratch the surface of their innumerable possible
contributions to our discipline (Holbrook 1996a, 1997b, 1997c, 1997d, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c; Holbrook,
and Kuwahara 1997). In this connection, it seems likely that the electronic media in general and Web
publications such as the Academy of Marketing Science Review in particular might play a valuable role in
speeding the introduction of novel methods such as the stereo 3-D approaches reviewed here. The ease
and cheapness with which material on the Internet can utilize color (as opposed to the prohibitive costs
associated with color printing), the quickness with which electronic communication permits the
dissemination of information (when contrasted with the slowness that typifies conventional print
publications), the facility with which hypertext links can be forged from one domain to another (as
compared with the endless paper shuffling and page turning of ordinary print media), and the instant
world-wide access that the Web provides (so much vaster than the limited audiences reached by our
traditional journals) -- all this argues for the helpful role that e-pubs or WWW-papers can play in
encouraging the adoption of three-dimensional stereographic techniques. I hope that -- through its use of
hypertext and visual illustrations -- the present electronic publication has taken a small step in that
direction.
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Links to Relevant Web Sites
3Dzine
Larry Berlin's home page -- featuring some nice illustrations, products for sale, citations to true-3-D
software, tips for creating stereo images, examples of work by special 3-D artists, and links to "hot" stereo
related items.
The World of 3-D Imaging
Alex Klein's informative Web Site devoted to stereoscopy, with a host of helpful links to useful
information and services.
Andrew Woods
Web site of an electronics engineer with numerous scholarly references and product announcements.
Dellevision
Dellevision's sample of high-quality stereo pairs, helpful tips on viewing, and links to other stereo 3-D
Web sites.
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Stereo Club of Southern California
Probably the most beautiful sample of stereo pairs to be found on the Web -- very high-quality 3-D
images -- a pleasure to behold.
3D-Web
Bob Mannle's way cool site for finding out everything you need to know about stereo 3-D images or
equipment and for ordering useful stereo-related stuff. Contains a Jurassic Park stereographic image, 3-D
FAQs, stereo photos in various formats, hints on free-viewing, instructions on one way to produce
anaglyphs, a helpful yellow pages, and material on stereo photo clubs.
Ray Hannisian
Ray Hannisian's home page with nice illustrations and instructions for viewing his well-done artistic
effects.
Dan Shelley
Dan Shelley's links to a 3-D image library, a book list, clip art, other links, and information for collectors.
Boris Starosta
Boris Starosta's tutorial on stereo pairs, featuring some marvelous computer-generated effects.
3-D Page
A no-nonsense home page containing numerous links to helpful stereo-related Web sites.
3D Coding
Woon-Tuck Woo's links to scholarly references and Web-based publications on three-dimensional
stereography.
Mars
Stereoscopy's presentation of stereo 3-D photos sent back from the Mars Landing -- your tax dollars at
work! -- looks a lot like Arizona without the cactuses.
Takeo Kuwahara
Home page for Japan's foremost consumer- and marketing-research stereographer.
Morris B. Holbrook
Home page for the author, containing many illustrative examples, links to related materials, and
references to publications, working papers, and research-in-progress to supplement the present review.
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